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General
A winter visit to the Bieszczady area, South-East Poland, with the hope to see some
mammals and birds. Bisons were relatively easy to find most probably ‘cause snow forced the
herds to descend from the forested hilly slopes lower down into the valleys. To our great
pleasure, we saw one wolf after a week of intensive searching. Footprints of all three resident
large carnivores were frequently found; including a lynx-prey. Good bird species were:
waxwings, hazel grouse, nutcracker, rough-legged buzzard and white-backed
woodpecker. Although observations of both pygmy and ural owls took place simultaneously
with/prior to our visit, it was most probably a bit too cold in general for displaying owls and
woodpeckers.

Practicalities
Being a group of students, we rented a 9-seat minibus for transportation from Ghent
(Belgium) to Bieszczady. This VAN was also used to get around once present in the area.
Winter-tires (and snow-chains) were a must to drive the smaller roads. We rented a 12-bed
cottage. Except for the lower lying valleys, the area was covered by deep snow: snowshoes
(hired in Belgium) provided useful during day-hikes.
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Bieszczady winter landscape

Snowshoeing: a convenient way to get around in the (more elevated) areas with deep snow

Rough–legged buzzard and waxwings where regularly seen

Our first sighting of bison encounter was the most exciting one: after tracing footprints in the
snow, we stumbled into a herd of five animals in the forest.

San-river valley with a bison herd

Closer views!

A bison herd crossing the river San

Record shots of the wolf sighting. The distance was considerable (ca. 800m), but we were
able to observe this lone, patrolling wolf for about ten minutes

Pugmarks of all three large resident carnivores (bear-lynx-wolf) were frequently found

Fresh lynx footprints lead us to a fresh kill (roe deer) of this large felid - a thrilling experience!

Some remarks
Timing Although the period was good for mammals, we would advise bird-interested people
to make their trip a few weeks later on the season to increase chances in encountering
displaying owls and woodpeckers.
Accommodation Due to long periods being in the field, the rental of a self-catering cottage
was considered a convenient option as meal times were irregular. We often had dinner in
small restaurants, too.
Methods Scanning from an elevated vantage point in the landscape seems the most effective
way to see mammals in Bieszczady. We saw our first bison herd, though, by tracing footprints
into the forest.
Special thanks to Jan Kelchermans and Karl Van Ginderdeuren for their vital information
while preparing this trip.
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